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December 1, 2006
WARRIOR Boats, Maple Lake, MN announces four new bass boat models now in production for
2007.
WARRIOR, long known for their exceptional line of walleye boats, is introducing four models
sure to turn the heads of bass fishing enthusiasts:
• 188 XRS Side Console
• 188 XRS Dual Console
• 208 XRS Side Console
• 208 XRS Dual Console
XRS stands for eX-tended Running Surface. The longer surface, than on traditional bass boat
hulls, creates better stability at high speeds. It also balances the boat to make it sit level in the
water at rest.
WARRIOR’s experience in building dry-running hulls on their walleye boats pays big dividends
in their bass boat line. The Reverse Flare Bow and a sharp reverse chine force spray out and
downward for a dry ride, and allow for a tighter, controlled turning radius. A higher, 27" transom, helps keep backwash out of the boat. Plus, the higher transom means the engine sits higher to eliminate swamping of the powerhead. An 18-degree deadrise at the lower transom that
transitions to 45 degrees at the deck also contributes to a smoother, drier ride.
The main cockpit and bow casting deck feature a skid-resistent, washdown floor. Plus, the spacious casting deck has a molded-in recess for the trolling motor foot control. Below the deck,
huge lockable dry storage compartments hold plenty of gear. Over-sized, lighted livewells fore
and aft feature WARRIOR’s fresh air injection, EZ-Pump Pick-ups, and auto or manual controls
that keep fish alive all day.
There is no shortage of rod storage space with port and starboard rod lockers built into the bow
casting platform. The port side side rod ramp will hold five 8-foot rods with the rod tips covered by a rear storage door so they are out of harms way.

Specifications:
188 XRS, Side or Dual Console:
18' 8" LOA
95" beam
36 gallon fuel tank
Rated for up to 200 h.p.
Available now.
208 XRS, Side or Dual Console:
20' 8" LOA
95" beam
45 gallon fuel tank
Rated for up to 300 h.p.
Available now.
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